We introduce a general class of stochastic lattice gas models, and derive their fluctuating hydrodynamics description in the large size limit under a local equilibrium hypothesis. The model consists in energetic particles on a lattice subject to exclusion interactions, which move and collide stochastically with energy-dependent rates. The resulting fluctuating hydrodynamics equations exhibit nonlinear coupled particle and energy transport, including particle currents due to temperature gradients (Soret effect) and energy flow due to concentration gradients (Dufour effect). The microscopic dynamical complexity is condensed in just two matrices of transport coefficients: the diffusivity matrix (or equivalently the Onsager matrix) generalizing Fick-Fourier's law, and the mobility matrix controlling current fluctuations, which are coupled via a fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Interestingly, the positivity of entropy production in the system then leads to detailed constraints on the microscopic dynamics. We further demonstrate the Gaussian character of the noise terms affecting the local currents. The so-called kinetic exclusion process has as limiting cases two of the most paradigmatic models of nonequilibrium physics, namely the symmetric simple exclusion process of particle diffusion and the Kipnis-Marchioro-Presutti model of heat flow, making it the ideal testbed where to further develop modern theories of nonequilibrium behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonequilibrium statistical physics deals with the emergent collective properties of systems composed by many degrees of freedom which are driven out of equilibrium either by external agents (as e.g. gradients, fields, etc.) or internal dissipative mechanisms. The inherent complexity of such systems makes necessary the development of simple models that, while maintaining the key ingredients to understand the phenomenon of interest, are ripped off unnecessary details which can only blur their analysis and predictive power. Chief among these simple models, stochastic lattice gases have played a pivotal role in most breakthroughs of nonequilibrium physics during the last decades. These include the different fluctuation theorems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the large deviation approach to nonequilibrium physics [14] [15] [16] and its formulation in terms of macroscopic fluctuation theory [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , exact solutions distilling general features of nonequilibrium systems [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , the discovery of new instabilities and phase transitions out of equilibrium [28] , or applications to biology [29] , active matter [30] , disordered [31] and granular [32] [33] [34] media, soft condensed matter [35] , etc.
Despite these advances, aided by the development of stochastic lattice gases, the problem of nonequilibrium physics remains remarkably hard and open. This is due to the difficulty in combining statistics and dynamics, which always plays a main role out of equilibrium [15, 22] even in the relatively simpler situation of a (nonequilibrium) steady state. In equilibrium, ensemble theory teaches us how to predict the thermodynamic properties * carlos.gutierrez@csic.es † phurtado@onsager.ugr.es of a macroscopic system starting from its microscopic Hamiltonian, via the computation of the partition function, a sum over all possible system microscopic configurations [36] [37] [38] . Out of equilibrium there is no such a simple and general recipe in terms of configurations due to the importance of dynamics. This lack of a general framework is a major drawback in our ability to control, manipulate and engineer systems which typically work under nonequilibrium conditions. However, in recent years, it has been shown that out of equilibrium a formally similar theoretical scheme may work at the level of trajectories [22] . The key idea now is to consider an ensemble of trajectories, characterize the probability of each possible path in phase space (either microscopically or at a mesoscopic, field-theoretic level), and from that knowledge compute the dynamical partition function associated to any observable of interest, as e.g. the total current traversing the system or the density field [15, 22] . The associated dynamical free energies or large deviation functions characterize the macroscopic behavior of the system of interest, regardless of how far from equilibrium the system is. This paradigm has proven extremely useful and predictive in simple nonequilibrium stochastic lattice gases [22] , leading to a number of groundbreaking results valid arbitrarily far from equilibrium. These range from the discovery of dynamical phase transitions and spontaneous symmetry-breaking phenomena in the fluctuations of driven systems [19, to the understanding of emergent symmetries out of equilibrium [13, [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] , or the recent definition of universal bounds on current fluctuations in the form of thermodynamic uncertainty relations [94] [95] [96] [97] .
The exact calculation of large deviation functions from microscopic dynamics is in general a daunting task, only accomplished for a reduced number of simple low-
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dimensional stochastic lattice gases [15, 22] . Instead, for diffusive systems an alternative theoretical framework has been developed in recent years [22] . In this scheme, one starts by deriving from the microscopic dynamics of the model a mesoscopic description which takes the form of a fluctuating hydrodynamics equation (or equivalently a Langevin-type equation for the relevant locally-conserved field). This coarse-grained description is fully determined once a few transport coefficients are derived analytically from microscopics, or instead measured in experiments or simulations. A path integral formulation of the associated Langevin equation then provides the statistical weights of the possible system trajectories at this coarse-grained level, a sort of statistical physics of trajectories from which one can compute using variational methods the dynamical partition functions of interest and the associated large deviation functions [15, 22] . The so-called macroscopic fluctuation theory (MFT) thus allows to understand dynamic fluctuations and nonequilibrium macroscopic behavior in a broad family of driven diffusive media which goes far beyond the few exactly-solvable models mentioned above. However, the complexity of the mathematical problem has mostly restricted this program to the simpler case of models with a single locally-conserved magnitude [15, 17-20, 22, 39, 51, 57, 65, 73, 75, 79, 80, 98-107] ; see however [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] for the few applications of MFT to more complex scenarios. In order to systematically extend the ideas of macroscopic fluctuation theory to the more interesting case of systems characterized by several locallyconserved magnitudes coupled non-linearly (as it is the case of e.g. realistic fluids), it is crucial to develop minimal models for this broad class of systems which, while capturing their essential ingredients (namely nonlinear coupled diffusions possibly under boundary driving), are simple enough to be amenable to both analytical calculations and extensive computer simulations. Moreover, as the starting point of MFT is the fluctuating hydrodynamics description of the system of interest, a cornerstone in this scheme will be the passing from the microscopic stochastic dynamics to the mesoscopic, field-theoretic description of the more involved model. This includes the characterization of the noise terms affecting the local currents, together with the explicit computation of the relevant transport coefficients.
In this work we introduce a new model of transport, the kinetic exclusion process (KEP), characterized by the coupled nonlinear diffusion of two conserved fields, and analyze its emergent hydrodynamic behavior in the large system size limit under a local equilibrium approximation for the probability measure for microscopic configurations. The kinetic exclusion process consists in energetic particles on a general d-dimensional lattice subject to exclusion interactions, so each lattice site may contain at most one particle. Particles can jump stochastically to empty neighboring sites at a rate which depends (possibly in a non-linear manner) on the particle energy content. In addition, neighboring particles can collide at a rate FIG. 1. Sketch of the kinetic exclusion process (KEP), as defined on different lattices and under varying boundary conditions. Energetic particles subject to exclusion interactions jump and collide stochastically across the lattice with energydependent rates. Particle colors codify their energy content. Boundary conditions can be either periodic (a,d), so as to mimick an isolated gas, or open (b,c). In the latter case the system may either exchange energy with boundary thermal walls (b), or rather exchange both particles and energy with boundary reservoirs at given temperatures and chemical potentials. Boundary gradients generically drive the KEP out of equilibrium. Note that the KEP can be defined on general lattices in arbitrary dimension (d), though we restrict our discussion in this paper to 1d lattices for simplicity.
now dictated by the pair total energy, which is then randomly redistributed between the colliding particles. The kinetic exclusion process can be subject to different types of boundary conditions, which range from a periodic setting to study isolated dynamics to a coupling to boundary thermal walls, or even to boundary particle reservoirs at given chemical potentials and temperatures, see Fig. 1 . For both open cases, the kinetic exclusion process can be driven out of equilibrium by introducing boundary temperature and/or chemical potential gradients.
In the diffusive scaling limit both continuous space and time variables can be introduced, and the kinetic exclusion process can be described by two coarse-grained fields, namely the particle density ρ(x, t) and a temperature field T (x, t). We show below that these coupled fields evolve according to the following fluctuating hydrodynamics equations (2) with the diffusivity transport coefficients given by
These coefficients define the elements of the diffusivity matrix D(ρ, T ). The functions F n (T ) are a reflection of the microscopic dynamics at this mesoscopic level. They are defined as
with the function f (ε) controlling the energy dependence of the microscopic jump/collision rates, see Eq. (5) below. Note that these functions F n (T ) obey a recurrence relation F n+1 (T ) = (n+1)F n (T )+T F n (T ), with denoting derivative with respect to the argument. The fields ξ(x, t) and ζ(x, t) in Eqs. (1)- (2) are two Gaussian white noises with zero mean and correlators
with L the system size, so these noise terms are weak in the large L limit. Such weak gaussian fluctuations are expected to emerge for most situations in the appropriate mesoscopic limit as a result of a central limit theorem: even though microscopic interactions can be highly complicated, the ensuing fluctuations affecting the slow (hydrodynamic) degrees of freedom typically result from a large superposition of random events at the microscale which lead to Gaussian statistics at the mesoscale. Remarkably, for the kinetic exclusion process a proof of the Gaussian character of the noise can be obtained in the large system size limit. We further show that the transport coefficients appearing in Eq. (3) are
These transport coefficients define the elements of the symmetric mobility matrix M(ρ, T ) which controls the coupled fluctuations of the particle and energy current fields in the KEP. Interestingly, the mobility matrix M(ρ, T ) can be simply related to the Onsager's matrix L(ρ, T ) of phenomenological transport coefficients relating dissipative fluxes and thermodynamic forces [116] , namely
This is just an expression of the general fluctuationdissipation theorem linking thermal fluctuations and the response to a small driving in microreversible systems (i.e. systems obeying detailed balance) [116] . We identify the different thermodynamic forces for the KEP, which allows to relate the Onsager's matrix L(ρ, T ) with the diffusivity matrix D(ρ, T ), thus leading to a direct relation between D(ρ, T ) and M(ρ, T ). It is important to note that the transport coefficients entering the diffusivity (equivalently Onsager's) and mobility matrices depend non-linearly on the local particle density and temperature fields and on the function f (ε) controlling the energy dependence of the microscopic jump/collision rate, see below. Note also that the fluctuating hydrodynamic equations (1)-(2) capture the possibility of (i) a particle flow in the absence of a density gradient, due exclusively to a temperature gradient (Soret effect), and (ii) an energy current due exclusively to the presence of a density gradient (Dufour effect) [116] . The kinetic exclusion process has the additional interest of converging in two different limits to two key models of nonequilibrium physics, which underlie many of the most exciting recent discoveries in nonequilibrium statistical physics. These two limiting models are the simple symmetric exclusion process (SSEP) [23, 24, 26, 117] on one hand, a cornerstone in the understanding of the physics of diffusion, and the Kipnis-Marchioro-Presutti (KMP) model of heat conduction [118] , a key model in transport theory. Groundbreaking exact results have been obtained for both models, including the first rigorous derivation of the elusive Fourier's law of heat conduction from microscopic dynamics in the KMP model [118] , and one of the very few exact determinations of the steady state probability measure in a nonequilibrium system [23] [24] [25] [26] . The KEP model introduced here, having these two canonical models as well-defined limits, opens up interesting new avenues of research in the field of exactly-solvable nonequilibrium models. In particular, it is well-known that both models can be mapped onto integrable quantum spin systems [23, 119, 120] , a mapping which has proven crucial to obtain exact solutions in both cases. This suggests to extend these spin mappings to the more general KEP model, with the aim of gaining insights on its physics by using techniques developed for integrable quantum systems. In addition, the microscopic dynamics of the KEP introduces nonlinear couplings between the different conserved fields, broadening the possible spectrum of applications and allowing for a direct contact with realistic systems where nonlinear interactions are the rule. In particular, the KEP is an ideal lab to model the physics of compressible quiescent fluids [121] , and can be trivially generalized to arbitrary dimension.
We structure this paper as follows. In Section §II we introduce the kinetic exclusion process in detail, paying special attention to the definition of the jump and collision rates and their possible dependence on the local energy content. We also discuss the two different limiting cases mentioned above, i.e. the SSEP and the KMP models. Section §III is devoted to the derivation of the coupled hydrodynamic equations for the two relevant conserved fields in terms of the microscopic dynamics. For that purpose, we first derive the microscopic balance equation for the density and energy fields in Section §III A. Using a local equilibrium approximation for the probability measure described in Section §III B, we obtain the constitutive relations for the particle and energy currents in Section §III C, leading to the full nonlinear hydrodynamics equations. We then analyze the entropy production in the kinetic exclusion process in Section §III D, identifying the correct thermodynamic forces and obtaining the associated Onsager's matrix in terms of the diffusivity matrix. Imposing the positivity of entropy production in the KEP we obtain detailed constraints on the energy dependence of the microscopic jump/collision rates. Section §IV studies the hydrodynamic fluctuations which affect both particle and energy currents. We derive the nonlinear amplitudes of the noise terms affecting both current fields, as well as their cross-correlations, and show that these noises are weak, O(L −1 ), in the large system size limit. Our results explicitly show the connection between the mobility matrix measuring the amplitude of current fluctuations and the Onsager's matrix, proving a fluctuation dissipation theorem. We further demonstrate the Gaussian character of current fluctuations as L → ∞. A summary of the main results of the paper, together with a physical discussion thereof, is given in Section §V. Finally, the appendices deal with some technical details that, for the sake of clarity, we have preferred to omit in the main text.
In a forthcoming paper [122] we will study in detail the nonlinear particle and energy transport which characterizes the kinetic exclusion process for a particular family of power-law jump/collision rates f (ε) ∝ ε β , with β a non-negative real exponent. In this case some general solutions can be obtained depending on the boundary conditions. Moreover, the versatility of the KEP will allow us test the fluctuating hydrodynamics predictions in extensive Monte Carlo simulations of the microscopic model [122] .
II. THE KINETIC EXCLUSION PROCESS
The kinetic exclusion process is an continuous-time Markovian interacting particle system defined on a lattice, possibly driven by boundary gradients and characterized by particle exclusion and random energy exchanges, which lead to nonlinear coupled mass and energy diffusion. For simplicity the results in this paper are restricted to one-dimensional (1d) lattices, though they can be easily extended to arbitrary dimension.
The model is thus defined on a 1d lattice with L sites where N ≤ L particles evolve in time. Particles are subject to exclusion interactions, so no two particles can overlap in the same position. Each lattice site k ∈ [1, L] is hence characterized by an occupation number n k,s = 0, 1 at step s of the dynamics. In addition, each particle has an energy which determines how it moves in the lattice and collides with neighboring particles. In this way we can associate an energy ε k,s ∈ R + 0 to an occupied site k, while empty lattice sites have zero energy. A microscopic configuration at a given time step s is hence given by ν s = {(n k,s , ε k,s ), k = 1, . . . , L}. The dynamics is stochastic and Markovian, and proceeds in continuous time as follows. In an elementary step a pair of nearest neighbors sites (k, k + 1), identified by the index of its leftmost site k, is randomly chosen with a probability
where Θ(n) ≡ min(1, n) is 0 if there are no particles at pair (k, k + 1) and 1 otherwise, and f (ε) ≥ 0 is a function that captures the energy dependence of the particle stochastic motion. A physically sound choice for this function is f (ε) = ε β with β ∈ R + 0 [122] , though other choices are also possible. As soon as f is an increasing function of the local energy, particles with higher energy will jump and collide more often, leading to a nonlinear and realistic density-energy coupling [116] . The numerator in Eq. (5) defines the transition rate of the continuous-time stochastic dynamics, which obeys detailed balance with respect to the equilibrium measure, while the normalization factor in Eq. (5) is
and the L-factor in the denominator has been included to make Ω L (ν s ) finite in the large system size limit L → ∞. L is the total number of nearest neighbors pairs in the system, which may vary slightly depending on the boundary conditions, e.g. L = L + 1 for open boundary conditions, while L = L for periodic boundaries with the identification of site k = 0 with k = L. The chosen nearest neighbors pair (k, k + 1) must contain at least one particle, as empty pairs (
) cannot be selected due to the condition Θ(0) = 0. If the chosen pair contains one particle, i.e. either ( ) or ( ), the particle jumps to the neighboring empty site and the local variables are exchanged, i.e. n k,s+1 = n k+1,s and n k+1,s+1 = n k,s for the occupation numbers, and ε k,s+1 = ε k+1,s and ε k+1,s+1 = ε k,s for the energies. On the other hand, if the chosen pair contains two particles ( ), they collide by randomly exchanging their energy so that the total energy of the pair is conserved, i.e. n k,s+1 = n k,s and n k+1,s+1 = n k+1,s and
with α ∈ [0, 1] a random number with homogeneous probability density function (pdf) P (α) = 1. Thus α represents the fraction of the pair total energy which remains at site k after the collision. In any case, after the jump/collision step, time is incremented by a random interval, i.e. τ s+1 = τ s +δτ s /L, with δτ s drawn from a Pois-
, so the typical value of the time increment δτ s /L equals the inverse of the total exit rate from the current micro-
In case of open boundary conditions, the boundary sites k = 1, L interact with external reservoirs located at k = 0, L + 1, respectively. These reservoirs can exchange both energy and particles with the system (macrocanonical case) or only energy (canonical case). We focus now on the more general macrocanonical case, the canonical one being very similar. The reservoir sites k = 0, L + 1 are therefore characterized by a density ρ l,r ≤ 1 and a temperature T l,r ≥ 0 for the left and right boundary, respectively, i.e. they are occupied with a probability ρ l,r , and if occupied the particle has a random energỹ ε l,r drawn from the Gibbs distribution at the given temperature, P (ε l,r ) = T −1 l,r exp(−ε l,r /T l,r ). When a reservoir site is occupied, this particle can enter the system if the neighboring boundary site is empty, or rather collide with a neighboring particle if it is occupied, in both cases with a rate dictated by Eq. (5) and following the above rules (in particular, the reservoir state is renewed only after a jump/collision event at the corresponding boundary). Similarly, if a reservoir site is empty a particle located at the neighboring boundary site may leave the system, a mechanism leading to both particle and energy exchanges with the reservoirs. These simple rules can be easily modified to take into account thermal boundaries allowing only energy exchanges, or periodic boundary conditions for isolated systems with conservation of total energy E = L k=1 ε k,s and number of particles N = L k=1 n k,s . Note that for the open case, whenever the boundary temperatures and/or densities are different, T l = T r or ρ l = ρ r , the existing gradient typically drives the system to a nonequilibrium steady state characterized by non-vanishing currents [116] .
The kinetic exclusion process so defined leads to coupled nonlinear energy and mass transport, as described by a non-trivial matrix of transport coefficients controlling its hydrodynamic behavior that we will characterize below. Moreover, as mentioned in the introduction, the KEP contains as limiting cases some of the most paradigmatic models of transport in nonequilibrium physics, cornerstones in most of the recent breakthroughs in this field, turning the KEP into an ideal ground for further advances. For instance, filling the KEP lattice with the maximum number of particles allowed (i.e. N = L) and setting ρ l = 1 = ρ r , no particle motion is possible due to the exclusion constraint. In this way the only dynamic observable in the system is the energy of the particles, which diffuses across the chain in contact with two boundary reservoirs possibly at different temperatures. In the simplest case of homogeneous, energy-independent collision rate, i.e. f (ε) = 1 in Eq. (5) above, we recover the standard Kipnis-Marchioro-Presutti (KMP) model of heat conduction [118] , while energy-dependent rates lead to a recently introduced nonlinear version of this model [123] which can be modified to include dissipation [110, 113, 114, 124] . The KMP model of heat transport is a pillar in nonequilibrium statistical physics which has been used as a benchmark to prove rigorous results (as e.g. the first microscopic exact derivation of Fourier's law [118] ) and to test theoretical advances, ranging from the additivity principle for current fluctuations [98, 101, 125] or the Gallavotti-Cohen fluctuation theorem [1] and its generalizations [13] , to the existence of spontaneous symmetry-breaking transitions at the fluctuating level [51] . Similarly, a KEP model with arbitrary density and boundary gradients but again with energy-independent jump rates (f (ε) = 1) reduces to the symmetric simple exclusion process (SSEP) of particle diffusion [23] as far as particle degrees of freedom are concerned. This model, considered as the prototypical stochastic model for diffusive phenomena and a paradigm in nonequilibrium behavior, has been instrumental in the discovery of exact results arbitrarily far from equilibrium, Bethe ansatz approximations, the understanding of nonequilibrium phase transitions, growth processes and rough interfaces, etc. [23, 26, 29] These interesting limiting cases, whose algebraic structure can be understood from their mapping to integrable quantum spin models [23, 119, 120] , together with the nontrivial energy-density coupling which emerges under general jump/collision rules, make the KEP an ideal lab to further advance in our understanding of nonequilibrium phenomena and their characterization using tools from fluctuating hydrodynamics [126] and macroscopic fluctuation theory [15, 22, 60] .
III. HYDRODYNAMICS FOR TWO CONSERVED FIELDS A. Microscopic balance equations
The dynamics defined for the kinetic exclusion process in the previous section can be written now in algebraic terms. With the aim of deriving the model bulk hydrodynamic behavior, we focus now for simplicity on the periodic boundary conditions case (open boundaries can be taken into account later on via boundary conditions for the hydrodynamic fields). Let η = {ν 0 , ν 1 , . . .} define a particular trajectory of the stochastic process. For a given initial state ν 0 , this trajectory is fully defined by a sequence of pairs {(k s , α s ), s = 1, . . .}, with k s identifying the pair of nearest neighbors randomly drawn from the pdf (5) where the jump/collision event happens at step s, and α s ∈ [0, 1] being a homogeneous random number to be used for the random energy exchange in case of a collision in pair k s . For a given trajectory η, the occupation number of an arbitrary can be written as
The first line in the previous equation accounts for the possibility that the occupation number of site i remains unchanged at step s because k s = i, i − 1. The next line accounts for the possibility of a collision of a particle at site i with another particle at a neighboring site i ± 1, while the last line describes a possible jump from (to) site i to (from) a neighboring site. Equivalently, and following the same reasoning, the energy of site i at step s + 1 is
i−1,s δ ks−1,i , These expressions can be simplified by grouping together the terms affecting the same pair. In this way, the evolution equation for the occupation number simplifies to
where we have defined the particle current across a pair (i, i + 1) at step s as
One can easily check that this definition yields a particle current value of +1 whenever a particle jumps to the right (i → i + 1), a value −1 when a particle jumps to the left (i + 1 → i), and 0 otherwise. Eq. (11) is a microscopic balance equation for the particle number which expresses the local conservation law for this observable. Proceeding now in an equivalent manner for the local energy, we obtain another microscopic balance equation
with the energy current q (η) i,s defined as the energy flowing to the right across a given pair, i.e.
Table I summarizes for concreteness the particle and energy currents involved in each type of elementary jump/collision step defined by the initial pair state.
The hydrodynamic or average evolution equations for the local particle and energy densities can be now obtained by averaging over all possible trajectories η of the stochastic process, weighted by their corresponding probability. This procedure is then equivalent to averaging over all possible sequences of pairs {(k s , α s ), s = 1, . . .} of independent random numbers k s and α s , each with its probability distribution, and over all initial states, weighted by some initial distribution. Averaging in this way the microscopic balance equations (11) and (13) following Eq. (17) leads to
where we have defined the average A i s of an arbitrary local observable A i (ν; k s , α s ) associated to pair i = (i, i+ 1) as
where P (ν; s) is the probability of finding the system in configuration ν at step s, and we have already used that P (α s ) = 1. Note that we have simplified our notation by dropping the trajectory superindex η and the time step subindex s in the state variables. For configurational observables, as e.g. A i (ν) = n i or ε i , we simply have that A i s = ν A i (ν) P (ν; s) due to the normalization of P (k s |ν). On the other hand, from the definitions (12) and (14) above, the average currents can be written as
after performing explicitly the averages with respect to k s and α s (note in particular that α s = 1/2 = 1− α s ). We will be interested below in the large system size limit L → ∞ where we expect the previous averages to become smooth functions of the diffusively-scaled space and time variables, x and t, namely
with x ∈ [0, 1] in the continuum limit, and
where τ s is the microscopic time at step s, and
This average has a well-defined, finite value in the L → ∞ limit, and defines a sort of microscopic time scale which depends explicitly on the choice of the collision rate function f (ε i + ε i+1 ) in Eq. (5). In this diffusive scaling limit we hence expect the local average particle and energy densities, n i s and ε i s , to be replaced by continuous fields ρ(x, t) and ε(x, t) ≡ ρ(x, t)T (x, t), respectively, with T (x, t) a local temperature field, while the average particle and energy currents are expected to scale as
This scaling, that will be demonstrated below, can be easily read from Eqs. (18)- (19) by noting the discrete spatial derivatives of particle and energy densities which appear in their numerator, that will give rise to an extra L −1 scaling in the continuum limit, leading to an overall L −2 scaling for the current fields. In this way, taking into account that
, and similarly for the energy balance, we arrive at two macroscopic balance equations for the particle and energy density (or equivalently temperature) fields in terms of their current fields
The task remains to deduce the constitutive relations for the particle and energy current fields in terms of the density fields ρ(x, t) and T (x, t), starting from their microscopic expressions in Eqs. (18)- (19) . This challenge can be achieved within a local equilibrium approximation for the microscopic probability measure.
B. Local equilibrium approximation
Following Bogoliubov's picture on the emergence of hydrodynamic behavior in fluids [116, 126] , we expect in the large system size limit L → ∞ a strong separation of time scales between (a) a microscopic scale, of the order of a few typical times δτ s , in which the system of interest relaxes locally to an equilibrium-like state characterized by a local and instantaneous average particle density n i s and energy density ε i s , and (b) a much longer macroscopic time scale over which these local average fields relax to their stationary values as dictated by the hydrodynamic equations (24)- (25) . If this is the case, we expect that for times well beyond the microscopic time scale the probability measure P (ν; s) of a configuration ν at step s can be approximated by a local equilibrium probability measure with respect to the instantaneous local fields, the corrections to this approximation being weak, i.e. of order at most L −1 , namely
In what follows we will adopt this local equilibrium approximation to perform the averages in Eqs. (18)- (19) , neglecting the subdominant corrections to the leading hydrodynamic behavior. Note however that these weak O(L −1 ) corrections to local equilibrium are typically nonlocal and long-ranged [20, 25, 101, 127, 128] , being crucial to understand some of the key properties of nonequilibrium steady states [22] . In this sense the previous approximation will be accurate as far as local observables are concerned (as is the case here), but might fail when considering global observables involving regions of size O(L) of the whole system [20, 25, 101, 127, 128] .
Let ν j ≡ (n j , ε j ) be the local state of site j when the total system is in configuration ν. The local equilibrium probability P LE (ν; s) is a product measure
with P
LE (ν j ; s) depending on j and s via the instantaneous local fields n j s and T j s ≡ ε j s / n j s . We may use Bayes theorem now to write
(28) The local occupation number distribution can be simply written as
while the conditional energy probability distribution is
i.e. a local Gibbs measure with temperature T j s if site j is occupied, or a Dirac delta-function at zero energy otherwise. The binary character of the occupation number variable can be now used to write P
LE (ν j ; s) in a compact form
(31) In the next section we will use the local equilibrium picture here introduced to derive closed expressions for the average particle and energy currents, Eqs. (18)- (19) , in terms of the density and energy fields and their gradients.
C. Constitutive relations and hydrodynamics
In the course of this paper we will confront different averages with the common form
with g(ν i , ν i+1 ) = g[(n i , ε i ), (n i+1 , ε i+1 )] some function of the local state variables at pair (i, i + 1), see e.g. Eqs. (18)- (19) for the average currents above. Let ν i,i+1 be the microscopic configuration of a system with L−2 sites which results from configuration ν after removing sites i and i + 1. The previous average can be written as
where we have already used the product form of the local equilibrium measure. The normalization factor Ω L (ν), defined in Eq. (6) and proportional to the total exit rate from configuration ν, can be now related with the normalization factor Ω L−2 (ν i,i+1 ) of the remnant configuration which results from ν after removing sites i and i + 1. The latter can we written, see Eq. (6), as
where the possibility of a jump/collision event involving sites i − 1 and i + 2, which are now neighbors in the remnant configuration ν i,i+1 , is reflected in the middle of the previous equation. In this way, we find that
. Therefore, going back to the partial average appearing at the end of Eq. (33), we have
which in the large size limit yields
i.e. the microscopic time scale defined in Eq. (22) . In this limit, the average of interest (32) hence boils down to the following two-body problem
with
where we have made explicit the dependence on the state variables in the second line of the equation. To further proceed, we now explicitly apply the local equilibrium approximation of the previous section to compute this average, that will depend on the local density and temperature fields evaluated at the sites of interest, (i, i + 1), see Eq. (31) . In order to be consistent with the continuum limit introduced in Section §III A, we now assume that the local changes in the density and temperature fields across infinitesimally separated regions are small, namely
. In this way, recalling that the spatial separation between nearby points in the diffusive scale is ∆x = 1/L, see Eq. (20), we can write
where ρ = ρ(x, t) with x = i/L and t = τ s s /L 2 , and similarly
We now may use these expressions to expand the local equilibrium measure at site i + 1 up to first order in L −1 , see Eqs. (31) and (40),
We hence find that the local equilibrium probability of a given state for the pair (i, i + 1) can be naturally splitted as
with the definitions
where we recall again that ρ = ρ(x, t) and T = T (x, t).
We are now in position to compute explicitly the average particle and energy currents within the local equilibrium approximation, see Eqs. (18)- (19) . As a consequence of the previous splitting of the local equilibrium probability measure, we can write the average particle current, see Eqs. (18) and (40), as
since j i s = 0 = j i s due to the (n i − n i+1 ) term in Eq. (18) . The first of the two non-zero contributions to the average particle current is
see Eq. (44), where we have defined a generic integral
after a change of variables y = ε i /T in the last equality. Similarly
Note that a simple integration by parts allows to relate the functions F n (T ) and F n+1 (T ) in a recurrent manner, namely
with denoting derivative with respect to the argument. Putting all together, we find for the average particle current
which confirms the heuristic scaling anticipated in Eq. (23) . In this way, the constitutive relation for the particle current field in the diffusive scaling limit is just
with the following transport coefficients
which depend non-linearly on the local particle density and temperature fields, ρ(x, t) and T (x, t) respectively, and on the function f (ε) controlling the energy dependence of the microscopic jump/collision rate. Note that the constitutive relation (53) captures the possibility of a particle flow in the absence of a density gradient, due exclusively to a temperature gradient. This is the wellknown Soret effect [116] . An equivalent calculation for the average energy current (19) , summarized in Appendix A, leads to q i s = δτ s L −2 q(x, t), with
with the additional transport coefficients
. (58) This shows that an energy current due exclusively to the presence of a density gradient (Dufour effect [116] ) may appear in the kinetic exclusion process. The previous constitutive relations for the particle and energy current fields can be written in an unified way using vector notation, namely
with a transport coefficients matrix
This is just a generalized Fick-Fourier's law [116] which, together with the continuity equations (24)- (25) for the density and temperature fields, result in the following hydrodynamic equations for the kinetic exclusion process
D. Entropy production and Onsager matrix
In accordance with our local equilibrium hypothesis, we expect thermodynamic relations to hold locally in our system. In particular, we expect a local version of the Gibbs relation linking variations of entropys, internal energy ε = ρT , specific volume v and density ρ to remain valid [116] , i.e. dε = T ds − pdv + µdρ (62) with µ the chemical potential and p the pressure. Taking into account that the size of our system is kept fixed at any moment, so dv = 0, we can write
and using here the continuity equations (24)- (25) derived in previous sections for the local energy and density fields, we find
where we have used the chain rule in the second equality. This expression has the typical form of an entropy balance equation ∂ ts = −∂ x Js + σ, which allows us to identify the entropy flux Js from the environment and the entropy production σ due to the irreversible phenomena occurring within the system [116] ,
Note that the entropy production term has the standard form σ = k j k X k , i.e. it is proportional to the currents of different magnitudes times their corresponding thermodynamic forces, which can be now readily identified from Eq. (66) . In particular, X 1 = ∂ x (−µ/T ) and X 2 = ∂ x (1/T ). Moreover, the currents are in turn proportional to these thermodynamic forces, j k = L k X , so the entropy production becomes a quadratic form of the thermodynamic forces, σ = k, L k X k X . The factors L k (ρ, T ) define the well-known Onsager matrix L(ρ, T ) of phenomenological coefficients [116] .
In order to identify the Onsager matrix, we need to write the particle and energy currents in terms of the thermodynamic forces X 1 = ∂ x (−µ/T ) and X 2 = ∂ x (1/T ), and to do so we need to compute the chemical potential µ for the kinetic exclusion process. This can be achieved in a number of different ways, the simplest for our purposes here being −µ/T = (∂s/∂ρ) ε,v , see Eq. (62) . The entropy densitys can be calculated from the Gibbs entropy expressions =
In this way
so the thermodynamic force associated to the particle density is
We hence find
and comparing these expressions with the Fick-Fourier's law derived in the previos section, see Eqs. (53) and (56), we arrive at
which define the phenomenological coefficients of Onsager (symmetric) matrix.
To ensure the positivity of the entropy production, σ ≥ 0, as demanded by the second law, the coefficients of Onsager matrix must obey certain restrictions [116] . As the entropy production is a quadratic form, σ = k, L k X k X , sufficient conditions to guarantee its positivity [116] are L ii ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2 and
2 , which lead to
The first two conditions above, Eqs. (70)- (71), are automatically verified once taken into account the definition (49) of the functions F n (T ), the positivity of the function f (ε), and the density domain, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. On the other hand, condition (72) is non-trivial and must be fulfilled ∀ T, ρ to guarantee a positive entropy production term. In this way, noticing that ρ/(1 − ρ) is a monotonously increasing function of the density in the interval 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, Eq. (72) will be satisfied ∀ T, ρ if and only if
This condition does set specific constraints on the possible functions f (ε) which determine the energy dependence of the microscopic jump/collision rates for the kinetic exclusion process, see Eq. (5). An interesting example where to better understand this constraint is the choice f (ε) = ε β mentioned above, with β some real exponent. In this case, condition (73) leads to the inequality Γ(β +1)Γ(β +3)−Γ(β +2) 2 ≥ 0, with Γ(x) the Euler's gamma-function, which restricts the possible exponents to β > −1 so as to ensure the positivity of entropy production in the model.
IV. HYDRODYNAMIC FLUCTUATIONS
Up to now we have obtained the macroscopic hydrodynamic equations governing the evolution of the kinetic exclusion process for sufficiently large spatial and temporal scales. We now want to characterize the unavoidable local fluctuations of the current fields which accompany this evolution, i.e. we want to deduce from the microscopic dynamics and within the local equilibrium approximation the fluctuating hydrodynamics which describe the kinetic exclusion process at a mesoscopic level. These fluctuations will appear as noise terms perturbing the local current fields, and we will prove below that such noises are white and Gaussian. Moreover, these noises will be shown to be weak, in the sense that their amplitudes scale as ∼ O(L −1/2 ) in the large system size limit L 1. In order to proceed, we first have to split the microscopic currents j i,s and q i,s of Section §III A, see Eqs. (12) and (14), into some main terms,j i,s andq i,s respectively, and their corresponding noises, ξ i,s and ζ i,s , i.e.
The main terms in the previous splitting must be configurational observables, i.e. sole functions of the local state variables (occupation numbers and energies), and independent of the jump/collision parameters (k s , α s ) at step s. Moreover, their average over trajectories must coincide with that of the microscopic currents, i.e. j i s = j i s and q i s = q i s . It is clear from Eqs. (18) and (19) that the choicē
guarantees these constraints on the averages. This is nothing but the microscopic version of Fick-Fourier's law (59) expressing the proportionality between the microscopic particle and heat currents and the associated instantaneous density and energy local gradients. It is important to stress the differences between the exact microscopic currents j i,s and q i,s and the main termsj i,s andq i,s in the splitting of Eqs. (74)- (75) . Indeed, while j i,s and q i,s are exactly zero unless a jump/collision event happens at pair (i, i + 1) at time step s, the values ofj i,s andq i,s may take a non-trivial, non-zero value even if nothing happens at pair (i, i + 1) at time step s. We want to study the statistical properties of the noise terms ξ i,s = j i,s −j i,s and ζ i,s = q i,s −q i,s as captured by e.g. their average value and correlation matrix, though we will also study higher-order moments below. From the constraints on the averages, j i s = j i s and q i s = q i s , it is clear that
so the noises do not contribute to the average currents, as expected. On the other hand, the two-body correlators for the noises can be simply written as
Using now the microscopic definition of the particle and energy currents, j i,s and q i,s in Eqs. (12) and (14), one can easily prove that the above correlators vanish when evaluated at different time steps, so that ξ i,s ξ ,s = ζ i,s ζ ,s = ξ i,s ζ ,s = 0 ∀s = s , meaning that the particle and energy current noises at different times are uncorrelated. We hence fix from now on s = s unless otherwise specified. In this particular case, a glance at the definitions of the main contributions to the currents, Eqs. (76)- (77), shows that the second terms in the rhs of the Eqs. (79)- (81) are of order
). We will show below that, in contrast, the first terms in the rhs of these equations scale as ∼ O(L −1 ), rendering negligible the former against the latter in the L 1 limit. Therefore the calculation of the noise correlators boils dow to computing the averages j i j s , q i q s , and j i q s .
We start with the simplest case, i.e. that of the particle current noise correlator ξ i ξ s = j i j s +O(L −2 ). Using now the microscopic expression for j i,s , see Eq. (12), we have that
where we recall that index k s indicates the (random) pair where a jump/collision event happens at time step s. Note that in the second identity we have used the fact that this product of particle currents is exactly zero unless i = (otherwise at least one of the two microscopic particle currents will be exactly zero). As the occupation number variables can take only two discrete values, n i = 0, 1, the microscopic squared particle current (n i,s − n i+1,s ) 2 = 0, 1, so we can substitute
Averaging now over all possible trajectories, see Eq. (17), we thus find
where we have used in the last equality the decomposition of the particle current introduced in Section §III C as a consequence of the splitting of the local equilibrium measure P
(ν i+1 ; s) in terms of the possible local pair configurations, see Eqs. (43)- (46) . Notice in particular that the (negative) current j i s associated to a particle jump to the left enters with a minus sign in the above expression as a consequence of the above absolute value, j i j s = δ i, |j i | s . This detail is responsible of defining the leading value of this correlator. In fact, we may use now the expressions already derived for j i s and j i s in Section §III C, see Eqs (48) and (50), to arrive at the following formula for the particle current noise correlator in terms of the local density and temperature fields,
Here we have already neglected O(L −2 ) gradient corrections against the dominant O(L −1 ) terms. Notice that the previous expression confirms the O(L −1 ) scaling of the correlators j i j s anticipated above, validating a posteriori our analysis.
Next we focus on the cross-correlation between the particle and energy current noises, ξ i,s ζ ,s = j i,s q ,s + O(L −2 ). In this case, using the definitions of the microscopic currents Eqs. (12) and (14), and reasoning along the same lines, we have
where, as above, we have made explicit that this product of particle and energy currents is exactly zero unless i = , as well as the fact that the particle-particle collision contribution to this cross-product always vanish since n i,s n i+1,s = 1 necessarily implies that (n i,s − n i+1,s ) = 0. Taking now averages over trajectories, and recalling the decomposition of the energy current introduced in Section §III C resulting from the splitting of the local equilibrium measure, we find
where again we have neglected O(L −2 ) gradient corrections against the dominant O(L −1 ) terms. This expression confirms once more the scaling anticipated above.
We proceed now with the energy current noise correla-
. From the microscopic expression (14)
Averaging now over trajectories and using the same splitting as above, we obtain
and these averages can be calculated now as particular cases of the general two-body integral (40) introduced in Section §III C. For the first term we find
where we have used Eq. (44) in the second equality, disregarding already subdominant O(L −2 ) terms. An equivalent calculation for the second term in Eq. (88) leads to the same result, namely
(90) The contribution of particle collisions to the energy current correlator is on the other hand somewhat more involved. In this case, by taking n i,s = 1 = n i+1,s in the general expression for q i,s , we have that
where we have used Eq. (43), neglecting as before O(L −2 ) terms, together with the averages α 
Putting all together, we obtain for the energy current noise correlator
In the diffusive scaling limit introduced in Section §III A, see Eqs. (20)- (21), we expect the particle and energy current noises to scale in the same way as their corresponding currents, see Eq. (23), i.e.
so the current fields in the diffusive scale can be splitted in a main part and a noise field j(x, t) =j(x, t) + ξ(x, t) , q(x, t) =q(x, t) + ζ(x, t) .
(95) The main fieldsj(x, t) andq(x, t) are given now by the Fick-Fourier's constitutive relations (59)- (60), namely
In addition, by combining Eqs. (84), (86) and (93) with the scaling in (94), we obtain for the correlators of the noise fields in the diffusive scaling limit
where we have taken into account that
where ∆x ≡ 1/L, and ∆t ≡ δτ s /L 3 is the time interval in the macroscopic diffusive scale corresponding to a typical microscopic time interval δτ s /L, see discussion below Eq. (7). The mobility transport coefficients in (97) are defined as
These transport coefficients are the elements of a symmetric mobility matrix M(ρ, T ) which controls the coupled fluctuations of the particle and energy current fields. Note that, as anticipated at the begining, the noises perturbing the current fields are weak, i.e. their correlators are inversely proportional to the system size in the L 1 limit.
Interestingly, the mobility matrix M(ρ, T ) controlling the amplitude of current fluctuations in the KEP can be simply related to the Onsager's matrix L(ρ, T ) of phenomenological transport coefficients in Eq. (69) associated with the dissipative fluxes, namely
This is just an expression of the general fluctuationdissipation theorem linking thermal fluctuations and the response to a small driving in microreversible systems (i.e. systems obeying detailed balance) [116] . Indeed, we could have used this general theorem to derive the form of the current noise correlators in terms of the already computed Onsager matrix. However, this connection needs an additional assumption on the Gaussian character of the associated fluctuations [116] , an hypothesis that we wanted to avoid explicitly. Instead, we have chosen here a more constructive approach, which allows us to obtain the noise properties solely from the local equilibrium approximation, and to prove within this conjecture that the resulting noises are indeed white and Gaussian. In this sense, this way of proceeding is more fundamental and microscopic.
To sketch now the proof of the Gaussian character of current fluctuations, we focus on the particle current noise field ξ(x, t) since the argument developed is equivalent for the other cases. This noise field has zero mean and a variance O(L −1 ), which suggests to introduce a
i.e. a ∼ O(1) two-body correlator. Our aim now is to study higher-order moments of the scaled noise field ξ(x, t), in order to show that they vanish in the L 1 limit thus proving the gaussianity of the noise field. We hence consider the nth-order cumulant of the microscopic noise ξ i,s , which is equal to the nth-order moment of ξ i,s plus a sum of nonlinear products of lowerorder moments. We can now proceed as in the calculation of ξ i,s ξ i ,s above to show that the leading behavior of the nth-order moment ξ i,s ξ i ,s · · · ξ i (n) ,s (n) is given by j i,s j i ,s · · · j i (n) ,s , i.e. the microscopic current moment of same order evaluated at equal times, a contribution of order O(L −1 ). All other contributions to ξ i,s ξ i ,s · · · ξ i (n) ,s (n) can be shown to be at least O(L −2 ). In this way, using the expression of the microscopic particle current, Eq. (12), we obtain
where C i s is a nontrivial average which depends on the local average particle and energy fields and remains finite in the L → ∞ limit. Introducing now the current and noise smooth fields which emerge in the continuum (diffusive scaling) limit, and noting that each microscopic current introduces a factor L 2 / δτ s due to the scaling (23), we have
where we have already used the relationship between Kronecker and Dirac delta functions, see Eqs. (98)- (99), and C(x, t) is the (finite) leading behavior of C i s in the L 1 limit under the local equilibrium approximation of section III B. In terms of the scaled noise field ξ(x, t) we hence find
Therefore we find that, in the limit L → ∞,
so that all higher-order cumulants of the noise field beyond the second-order one are zero in the macroscopic limit, as expected for a white Gaussian noise. A similar calculation can be carried out for the higher-order cumulants of the other noises, leading to the same conclusion.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have derived the fluctuating hydrodynamics of a new model of transport, the kinetic exclusion process (KEP), characterized by the coupled nonlinear transport of two different locally-conserved fields. The kinetic exclusion process consists in energetic particles on a lattice subject to exclusion interactions, which jump and collide stochastically with energy-dependent rates. In addition the model can be coupled to different types of boundary baths, including both energy and particle&energy reservoirs, which may drive the system out of equilibrium by introducing temperature and/or chemical potential gradients. Starting from the microscopic balance equations, we show that at a mesoscopic scale the KEP can be described by two coarse-grained fields, namely the particle density ρ(x, t) and a temperature field T (x, t), that evolve in time according to a pair of coupled continuity-like Langevin equations. The particle and energy current fields can be shown to be proportional to the gradients of the density and temperature fields using a local equilibrium approximation in the large system size limit, and we determine the transport coefficients which fully define these constitutive relations. These diffusivity transport coefficients are explicitly writ-ten in terms of the microscopic dynamics for the KEP, and are in general nonlinear functions of the local fields. Interestingly, the resulting hydrodynamic equations capture the possibility of (i) a particle flow in the absence of a density gradient, due exclusively to a temperature gradient (Soret effect), and (ii) an energy current due exclusively to the presence of a density gradient (Dufour effect) [116] . An analysis of the entropy production in the KEP allows us to identify the thermodynamic forces in the problem, from which we obtain the associated Onsager's matrix in terms of the diffusivity matrix. Moreover, the positivity of entropy production in the KEP then leads to detailed constraints on the energy dependence of the microscopic jump/collision rates. We further analyze the hydrodynamic fluctuations which affect both particle and energy currents, deriving explicit expressions for the nonlinear amplitudes of the noise terms affecting both current fields, as well as their cross-correlations. This shows that these noises are weak, O(L −1 ), in the large system size limit (L 1), and connects the mobility matrix measuring the amplitude of current fluctuations with the Onsager's matrix associated to the dissipative fluxes, proving a fluctuation-dissipation theorem for the kinetic exclusion process. We also demonstrate the Gaussian character of current fluctuations as L → ∞.
The kinetic exclusion process here introduced opens up new and exciting avenues of research in different directions. On one hand the KEP is a stochastic lattice gas characterized by two local conservation laws which are coupled non-linearly, but it is still simple enough to be amenable to both analytical calculations and extensive computer simulations. This suggests to extend and generalize the formalism of macroscopic fluctuation theory [22] , mostly applied up to now to simpler models with a single conservation law, to this more realistic setting, with the sight fixed on fully-hydrodynamic models of transport as in e.g. realistic fluids. In particular, we anticipate that the KEP will play an important role in the investigation of dynamical phase transitions and symmetry-breaking phenomena at the fluctuation level and how they are affected by multiple conservation laws. On the other hand, the kinetic exclusion process converges in two different limits to two key models of nonequilibrium physics, namely the simple symmetric exclusion process (SSEP) of diffusion [23] and the Kipnis-Marchioro-Presutti (KMP) model of heat conduction [118] . These two models have been pivotal in the literature on exact results out of equilibrium, including the first rigorous derivation of the elusive Fourier's law of heat conduction from microscopic dynamics in the KMP model [118] , and one of the very few exact determinations of the steady state probability measure in a nonequilibrium system [23, 25] . These results, which should appear as limits of the KEP, suggest additional rigorous studies of the kinetic exclusion process. In particular, the existing mappings of both the KMP and SSEP models onto integrable quantum spin systems [23, 119, 120] invite to seek a generalized spin mapping for the KEP which may offer new insights in the field of exactly-solvable models of nonequilibrium statistical physics.
see Eq. (19) in the main text. To perform this average, we use the general expresion (40), namely
with δτ s = lim L→∞ Ω −1 L s and
(n i+1 , ε i+1 ; s) .
(A3) For the energy current, the local function to average is g(ν i , ν i+1 ) = n i ε i − n i+1 ε i+1 + 1 2 (ε i+1 − ε i )n i n i+1 .
Splitting the local equilibrium probability measure for a given state of pair (i, i + 1) as was done in Eq. (42) of the main text leads to
where the different contributions are
Using here the definitions (43)-(46) for the particular local equilibrium probabilities, we find for the first two contributions
where we recall the definition of the F n (T ) functions
Finally, the average energy current due to particle collisions can be written as
The first integral in the previous equation is clearly zero due to the antisymmetric character of the integrand under the exchange of the dummy integration variables, ε i ↔ ε i+1 . On the other hand, the second integral (denoted now as I ) can be symmetrized by noting that the integral
is exactly equal to I , as it is obtained from I by exchanging the dummy integration variables, ε i ↔ ε i+1 . In this way I = 1 2 I + I * , and we obtain
This integral can be now computed in polar coordinates (r, φ) by changing variables so that √ ε i = r cos φ and √ ε i+1 = r sin φ, with r ∈ [0, ∞) and φ ∈ [0, π/2]. The Jacobian of this transformation is J = 4r 3 cos φ sin φ, and the average collision current simplifies to 
where we have changed variables to y = r 2 /T in the last equality, which leads to a F 3 (T ) function, see Eq. (A11) above. Putting all terms together, see Eq. (A5), we find
This expression confirms again the heuristic scaling anticipated in the main text, see Eq. (23), and leads to the following constitutive relation for the energy current field in the diffusive scaling limit
Note that the constitutive relation (A17) captures the possibility of an energy flow in the absence of a temperature gradient, due exclusively to a density grandient. This is the well-known Dufour effect [116] .
Appendix B: Integral for the collision contribution to the energy current correlator
In this appendix we compute the contribution of particle collisions to the energy current correlator. As explained in the main text, see Eq. (91) and the associated discussion, this contribution is captured by the following integral
where we have used Eq. (43), neglecting subdominant O(L −2 ) terms, together with the averages α 
where we have used that cos 4 φ + sin 4 φ − cos 2 φ sin 2 φ = 1 − 3 cos 2 φ sin 2 φ in the angular integral, which can be now solved easily, as well as the change of variable y = r 2 /T in the radial integral, which now corresponds to the F 3 (T ) function, see general definition in e.g. Eq. (A11). In this way, the integral of interest leads to the final result
